EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST CALLED

Students are invited to submit expressions of interest to participate in the following exchange programmes. To make it easier to budget we have developed a ‘lay-by’ plan by which regular weekly/monthly payments can be paid. This should lessen the burden of finding the money closer to the date of departure. Please ask for further details on this payment plan from the front office.

More information regarding exact dates and tour details will be forwarded to students shortly.

**A deposit of $350.00 is required with this expression of interest.**

**CHINA**

Approximate cost: $3,500  
Dates: Sept/Oct 2014  
Possibly flying China Southern

We, ........................................................................................................................................

Names of parents

are interested in our son/daughter ..........................................................................................

Name of student

joining the 2014 China exchange tour.

Signed: ................................................................. Date: .............................................

**ITALY**

Approximate cost: $4,500  
Dates: Sept/Oct 2014  
Possibly flying Emirates

We, ........................................................................................................................................

Names of parents

are interested in our son/daughter ..........................................................................................

Name of student

joining the 2014 Italy exchange tour.

Signed: ................................................................. Date: .............................................